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mistreatment by force against Iraqis within
the “war on terror” has uncovered

allegations of torture, mistreatment, and
abuse committed by U.S. servicemen and

by Iraqi prisoners. This report is based on a
study of nearly 160,000 military and civilian
personnel records released in October 2003
under the Privacy Act. WASHINGTON — The

Defense Department is under growing
pressure to acknowledge reports that

American military personnel have tortured,
mistreated and abused Iraqis in a

premeditated, systematic manner. Newly
disclosed Defense Department documents,

previously uncovered by the Center for
Constitutional Rights in litigation brought by
attorneys for two Iraqis who had been held

at Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad, reveal
that American officials directly authorized
use of tactics that could constitute crimes
under U.S. law. The “Prisoners 1” records

include Pentagon memos signed by
American military commanders authorizing

“the use of appropriate and necessary
force,” directing the use of plastic-covered
restraints, devices used to chain prisoners,

and use of military working dogs. The
documents, which the Pentagon released in
October 2003 at the request of the Center
for Constitutional Rights, were obtained by

the Center for Public Integrity through
litigation in U.S. Federal District Court. They
come on top of other revelations that many
of the abusive practices reported by human
rights organizations were government policy

and that top military officers had known
about such abuses for weeks. For example,
released documents confirm that at least
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